
Installation Guide-diamond wood wall panel
Wood wall panel must be installed according to the installation guide and maintained in an environment where the humidity

is between 35% and 60%。Do not install panels in bathrooms, shower rooms, or other rooms exposed to excessive. Allow a

minimum of 48 hours to acclimatize the products

Required Tools:

Electric drill, 100% polyurethane glue, level, pencil, measuring tape, saw (circular, miter or table,Jigsaw); step ladder.

Preparation:

 Remove all accessories, moldings and electrical outlets from the wall where product is to be installed

Ensure that the surface to be covered with 3D wood wall panel is firm and leveled. Uneven areas must be adjusted.

 If necessary, remove loose paint using a painter’s knife. Optionally, a 3/8”(9.52mm) thick plywood can be applied over

the drywall if wall is in poor condition. Clean and wipe the wall dry.

 Before installing, plan the placement of each panel.

 Leave a 1/2”(12.7mm) expansion gap at the perimeter and around all obstacles gap to allow the expansion and

contraction of the wood. This gap will be covered by molding at the end the project.

Single Panel's Illustration：

Installation instructions:

Step 1. Using a laser level and a tape measure. Find a level line of the wall, NEVER only refer to the floor or ceiling line as

level line

Step 2. Start to install the first panel

1) Usually no need to cut the panel, just install it. In some case, the edge of wall is not 100% vertical. Then you need to cut

the starting and ending panel of each line according to the wall, not 100% vertically cutting.

2) Adhesive application: Put glue in “X” or several spots in the back of one diamond block. Do not put glue across two blocks,

glue may squeeze out from gaps to the surface.



3) Subsequent installation of panels

- Repeat glue step

- Connect the second panel to the first.

Maintenance:

Do not apply water to the surface. Use a hardwood cleaner or a soft and dry brush.

Caution:

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding or machining wood products generates wood dust, a substance known

to the State of California to cause cancer. Use a respirator or other safeguards to avoid inhaling wood dust.


